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Shape memory polymers (SMPs) have a wide range of potential applications in

many fields. In particular, electrically driven SMPs have attracted increasing

attention due to their unique electrical deformation behaviors. Carbon

nanotubes (CNTs) are often used as SMP conductive fillers because of their

excellent electrical conductivities. However, raw CNTs do not disperse into the

polymer matrix well. This strictly limits their use. In this study, to improve their

dispersion performance characteristics in the polymer matrix, hydroxylatedmulti-

walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT-OHs) were functionalized with octadecyl

isocyanate (i-MWCNTs). Polyurethane with shape memory properties (SMPU)

was synthesized using polycaprolactone diol (PCL-diol), hexamethylene

diisocyanate (HDI), and 1,4-butanediol (BDO) at a 1:5:4 ratio. Then,

electroactive shape memory composites were developed by blending SMPU

with i-MWCNTs to produce SMPU/i-MWCNTs. The functionalized i-MWCNTs

exhibited better dispersibility characteristics in organic solvents and SMPU

composites than the MWCNT-OHs. The addition of i-MWCNTs reduced the

crystallinity of SMPU without affecting the original chemical structure. In

addition, the hydrogen bond index and melting temperature of the SMPU soft

segment decreased significantly, and the thermal decomposition temperatures of

the composites increased. The SMPU/i-MWCNT composites exhibited

conductivity when the i-MWCNT content was 0.5 wt%. This conductivity

increased with the i-MWCNT content. In addition, when the i-MWCNT content

exceeded 1 wt%, the composite temperature could increase beyond 60°C within

140 s and the temporary structure could be restored to its initial state within 120 s

using a voltage of 30 eV. Therefore, the functionalized CNTs exhibit excellent

potential for use in the development of electroactive shape memory composites,

which may be used in flexible electronics and other fields.
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Introduction

Because of their designable shape fixation and recovery

properties, shape memory materials have attracted extensive

attention in recent years (Behl and Lendlein, 2007; Hager et al.,

2015). Shape memory polymers (SMPs) are low cost and

lightweight, and offer the advantages of easy

manufacturability, a wide range of shape memory designs,

and responsiveness to multiple stimuli (including temperature,

current, magnetic field, pH change, solvent, etc.). These

properties make SMPs more advantageous than shape

memory alloys and shape memory ceramics (Leng et al.,

2011; Hu et al., 2012; Hardy et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2021;

Du et al., 2022). SMPs are used widely in aerospace,

biomedicine, flexible electronics, textile manufacturing and

other fields (Gao et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2020; Xia et al.,

2021; Sun et al., 2022).

One of the most used SMPs, shape memory polyurethane

(SMPU) is usually composed of a hard segment with a high

glass transition temperature (Tg) and a soft segment with a low

glass transition temperature (Laza et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021).

The segmented structures are thermodynamically

incompatible and exhibit microphase separation on the

molecular scale. The hard segment is used as the stationary

phase and provides strength to ensure the shape recovery of the

material, whereas the soft segment is a reversible phase that

serves to deform the material and fix its shape temporarily

(Zhu et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2017; Park et al., 2021). However,

traditional SMPU produces shape memory effects only when

stimulated directly using heat. This often limits its

applications. Therefore, stimulation method development

studies have been performed. By introducing azobenzene

side-chain groups into the SMPU network, Wen et al.

achieved shape-reversible bending and straightening of

SMPU under light irradiation (Wen et al., 2018). Reza et al.

doped nanographene sheets into SMPU to produce conductive

composites and demonstrated the ability to restore a

temporary SMPU structure to its original shape gradually

using stimulation from an external current (Sofla et al.,

2019). Among the various stimuli used to drive SMPUs,

light driving must be performed in a highly controlled

environment and thermal driving requires direct heating

(Ur Rehman et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2018). Since its inherent

conductivity can cause itself to become joule heated and

produce remote control effects, SMPU that responds to

electrical stimulation offers substantial advantages (Umair

et al., 2019). The simplest way to produce such materials is

to introduce highly conductive particles (e.g., graphene, carbon

black, carbon nanotubes) into the shape memory polymer

matrix (Zhang et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018; Zheng et al.,

2020; Raza et al., 2021). Although graphene has higher

thermal conductivity, the conductivity of its composites is

still worse than that of carbon nanotube composites at the

same particle content (Galindo et al., 2016; Ke et al., 2018). For

carbon black, more additives are needed in the composites in

order to obtain conductive effect (Rosales et al., 2018).

As a promising class of nanomaterials with excellent

mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties, carbon

nanotubes (CNTs) are uniquely superior in the context of

electroactive SMPU preparation (Mahapatra et al., 2014; Ren

et al., 2019; Qu et al., 2022). However, to obtain ideal CNT-

polymer composites, one must achieve a uniform CNT

dispersion in the polymer matrix and sufficient interfacial

adhesion. Both of these are challenging requirements. Because

of the strong van der Waals forces between carbon nanotubes,

they prefer to entangle or agglomerate into bundles, and fail to

transfer loads from the polymer matrix (Sahoo et al., 2010;

Rahmat et al., 2011; Chazot and Hart, 2019). To overcome

this problem, it is crucial to modify the CNT surfaces such

that they do not aggregate in the polymer matrix (Kim et al.,

2009; Zahedi and Amraee, 2018).

In this study, octadecyl isocyanate that can react with

hydroxyl or carboxyl groups on CNT surfaces to form

carbamate bonds without complex reaction conditions was

used to functionalize hydroxylated multi-walled carbon

nanotubes (MWCNT-OH) and the dispersion properties of

the modified i-MWCNTs were analyzed in various solvents.

Then, SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with various i-MWCNT

contents were prepared via solution casting. The

physicochemical properties and electrically driven shape

memory performance characteristics of the resulting materials

were then studied in detail.

Experimental

Materials

Polycaprolactone-diol (PCL-diol, Mn = 4,000 g/mol) was

purchased from Shenzhen Guanghuaweiye Co. Ltd (China).

1,4-butanediol (BDO, purity ≥ 98%), hexamethylene

diisocyanate (HDI, purity ≥ 99%), toluene (purity ≥ 99%),

dimethylformamide (DMF, purity ≥ 99%), stannous octoate

(Sn(Oct)2, purity ≥ 96%), and hydroxylated multi-walled

carbon nanotubes (MWCNT-OH, Length: 20–30 nm) were

supplied by Aladdin (China). Octadecyl isocyanate was

purchased from Aldrich (United States). Dichloromethane

(DCM, purity ≥ 99%) and tetrahydrofuran (THF, purity ≥
99%) were obtained from 3A Chem (China).

Synthesis of i-MWCNTs

First, 1.00 g of MWCNT-OH was dispersed in 40 ml of

anhydrous DMF solution via ultrasonic dispersion. Then,

40 ml of anhydrous DMF solution with 3.00 g of octadecyl
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isocyanate dissolved in it was mixed with the MWCNT-OH

solution and stirred at room temperature (RT) for 8 h under

nitrogen. The -OH groups on the MWCNT-OH surfaces reacted

with the -NCO groups within octadecyl isocyanate to form

urethane linkages (Figure 1A). The product was dried under

vacuum at 80°C after being centrifuged and washed with

dichloromethane three times.

Synthesis of shape memory polyurethane

SMPU was synthesized gradually via pre-polymerization

using a PCL:HDI:BDO molar ratio of 1:5:4. First, 10.00 g of

PCL was placed in a three-port flask and dried under vacuum at

100°C for 4 h. When the temperature decreased to RT, 35 ml of

anhydrous toluene was injected into the flask, which was then

heated to 65°C and stirred for 30 min until the PCL was dissolved

completely in the anhydrous toluene. Then, 2.10 g of HDI and

two drops of stannous octanoate (0.1 wt% of PCL) were added to

the flask. The mixture was heated to 90°C and stirred under

nitrogen for 2.5 h. Finally, 1.80 g of BDO was added to the

reaction mixture to enable chain extension and thus increase

the molecular weight of the polymer. The resulting mixture was

stirred quickly for 20 min. The product was transferred into a

vacuum drying oven and dried at 80°C for 1 d. The hard segment

content of the prepared SMPUwas 23% (Nejad et al., 2019; Nouri

et al., 2020).

Preparation of SMPU/i-MWCNT
composites

Polyurethane matrix composites that contained various

quantities of functionalized carbon nanotubes (0 wt%, 0.1 wt%,

0.5 wt%, 1 wt%, and 2 wt%) were prepared via the solution mixed

casting method. The resulting materials were named PU, PU-0.1,

PU-0.5, PU-1, and PU-2, respectively (Figure 1B). Briefly, 4.00 g

of SMPU was dissolved in 40 ml of DMF and stirred at 85°C to

produce a transparent polymer solution. Separately, i-MWCNTs

were dispersed in DMF via ultrasonic dispersion for 2 h and then

mixed with the SMPU solution, stirred for 20 min, and dried

quickly for 30 min. The resulting SMPU/i-MWCNT composites

were poured into PTFE molds and dried under vacuum at 80°C

for 24 h. The SMPU/MWCNT-OH composite with a raw

MWCNT-OH content of 1 wt% was used as a negative control.

Characterization

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)
The infrared spectra of the samples were measured using a

Fourier infrared spectrometer (Nicolet iS5, Thermo Scientific).

Each sample was scanned 32 times in the 500–4,000 cm−1 range.

The hydrogen bonding indexes of the C=O functional groups

(HBI(C=O), %) within SMPU and SMPU/i-MWCNT composites

with different i-MWCNT contents were determined using the

FIGURE 1
(A) Synthesis of i-MWCNT. (B) Preparation of SMPU/i-MWCNT composites. (C) Schematic illustration of the shape memory behavior test.
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method and equation (Eq. 1) mentioned in previous studies

(Babaie et al., 2019).

HBI(C�O)
Ab

(C�O)
Ab

(C�O) + Anb
(C�O)

× 100% (1)

where Ab
(C�O) and Anb

(C�O) are the areas of the free and hydrogen-

bonded carbonyl functional bands.

X-ray diffraction

An X-ray diffractometer (Smartlab 9 kW, Japan) equipped

with a scintillation counter, CuK α radiation (λ = 0.1540 nm)

with an accelerating voltage of 40 kV, and a current of 40 mAwas

used to record the XRD patterns of the samples. The crystal size

and crystallinity equations used with SMPU and SMPU/

i-MWCNT composites with various i-MWCNT contents are

Eqs. 2, 3, respectively (Eyvazzadeh Kalajahi et al., 2017).

Lhkl � Kλ

βhkl × cosθhkl
(2)

where Lhkl, βhkl, and θhkl represent the crystal size, diffraction

full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), and (hkl) plane Bragg

angle, respectively. λ andK are the X-ray wavelength (0.1540 nm)

and Scherrer constant (0.9), respectively.

Xc � A110 + A111 + A200

A110 + A111 + A200 + Aah
× 100% (3)

where A110, A111, and A200 represent the areas of the crystalline

diffraction peaks and Aah is attributed to the amorphous halo

noted in the XRD patterns.

Laser confocal Raman spectroscopy

The i-MWCNT structural order was characterized using a

laser confocal Raman spectrometer (Horiba Evolution, Japan)

with a laser wavelength of 632.8 nm and a resolution of 3 cm−1. C,

N, and O in the i-MWCNT were analyzed using a k-alpha

photoelectron spectrometer (Thermo Scientific).

Differential scanning calorimetry

The DSC curves of PCL, SMPU, and several SMPU/

i-MWCNT composites with various i-MWCNT contents

were obtained under nitrogen using a differential scanning

calorimeter (DSC 200-F3, Netzsch). First, each sample was

heated to 200°C at a heating rate of 15°C/min and

maintained at a constant temperature for 2 min to eliminate

the its thermal history of the sample. Then, each sample was

cooled to −80 °C at a cooling rate of 15°C/min andmaintained at

a constant temperature for 2 min. Finally, each sample was

heated to 200°C again at a heating rate of 15°C/min. The degree

of sample crystallinity, melting temperature, and glass

transition temperature were evaluated using data from the

first cooling and the second heating cycles. The soft segment

crystallinity was calculated as shown in equation Eq. 4 (Nouri

et al., 2020).

Xc � ΔHss

136 × 1 − G −HS
× 100% (4)

where 136 and ΔHss are the heat of fusion of 100% crystalline

PCL-diol and the soft segments in the relevant samples. G andHS

represent the masses of graphene nanosheets and hard segments

in the composites.

Scanning electron microscopy

The fractured surface micromorphologies of SMPU and

SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with various i-MWCNT

contents after tensile fracture were analyzed using a scanning

electron microscope (JSM-IT200). Before scanning, the specimen

sections were sprayed with gold at a voltage of 2.5 kV.

Thermal stability

The thermal stability characteristics of i-MWCNT, SMPU,

and SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with various i-MWCNT

contents were tested using a synchronous thermal analyzer

(STA 449-F3, Germany). Briefly, the samples were dried and

their weight loss was determined using a heading rate of 10°C/

min under nitrogen.

Electrical conductivity

The electrical conductivities of the SMPU and SMPU/

i-MWCNT composites with various i-MWCNT contents were

measured via a four-probe technique using a surface resistance

detector (RHA-FT-331, China). A voltage of 30 V was applied to

the samples using two electrodes located 10 mm apart and the

surface temperature of the specimen was recorded via a laser

digital infrared thermometer.

Mechanical properties

A universal tensile testing machine (Instron 5,943,

United States) was used to test the tensile strengths of SMPU

and several SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with various

i-MWCNT contents at RT. The gauge length of the

extensometer was 25 mm and the tensile rate was 10 mm/min.
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Each sample was tested three times and the average value was

recorded.

Shape memory properties

A prepared rectangular spline was used to test the shape

memory fixation (Rf) and recovery (Rr) rates. As shown in

Figure 1C, the test process followed a sequence that included

heating deformation, cooling fixation, and heating recovery.

First, the spline was placed in 60°C water for 10 min. Then,

the spline was bent at an angle of θ0 using an external force, and

placed in ice water for 5 min. Next, the angle was measured again

and recorded as θ1. Finally, the spline was heated in 60°C water

for 10 min, and the resulting angle was recorded as θ2. The Rf and

Rr of the specimen were calculated using Eqs. 5, 6 (Moghim et al.,

2018).

Rf � 180 − θ1
180 − θ2

× 100% (5)

Rr � θ2 − θ1
180 − θ1

× 100% (6)

Results and discussion

i-MWCNT preparation and
characterization

Figure 2A shows the FT-IR spectra of the hydroxylated

MWCNTs (MWCNT-OHs) and the octadecyl isocyanate-

functionalized MWCNTs (i-MWCNTs). In the MWCNT-OH

spectrum, the characteristic peak at 3,450 cm−1 belongs to the

-OH stretching vibration. In the i-MWCNT spectrum, the

absorption peaks at 3,340 cm−1, 1,614 cm−1, 1,575 cm−1, and

1,220 cm−1 correspond to the N-H stretching vibration, the

NH-CO stretching vibration, the N-H bending vibration, and

the C-N stretching vibration, respectively. The disappearance of

the characteristic hydroxyl peak and emergence of a

characteristic carbamate group peak, as well as the absence of

octadecyl ester characteristic peaks at 2,271 cm−1 and 1,354 cm−1

in the i-MWCNT spectrum, combine to indicate that octadecyl

isocyanate is successfully grafted onto the MWCNT-OH surface

(Zhao et al., 2004; Deng et al., 2007; Lopes et al., 2017; Salam and

Burk, 2017).

The MWCNT-OH and i-MWCNT XRD patterns are shown

in Figure 2B. Two of the diffraction peaks present are

characteristic of carbon nanotubes: the (002) diffraction peak

(the strongest carbon peak with 2θ = 26° and d = 0.45 nm) and

the (100) diffraction peak (the secondary carbon diffraction peak

with 2θ = 42.6° and d = 0.21 nm) appear at the same positions in

the two curves. This suggests that the MWCNT-OH structure

does not change upon modification with octadecyl isocyanate.

Thus, the functional modification process does not destroy the

original MWCNT crystal structure (Bi et al., 2020).

To analyze the interactions on the octadecyl isocyanate-

modified nanotube surface further, the structure and

morphology of MWCNT-OH and i-MWCNT were analyzed

via Raman spectroscopy. Figure 2C shows that both MWCNT-

OH and i-MWCNT exhibit two D and G peaks. This indicates

that the overall structure of the nanotubes does not change upon

modification. The ID/IG value for MWCNT-OH (1.52) is greater

than that for i-MWCNT (1.34). This suggests an increase in the

average size of the C-C sp3 domain after functionalization. This

may be because modification with octadecyl isocyanate

introduces long aliphatic chains on the nanotube surface

(Tamore et al., 2019).

Figure 2D(i) shows XPS wide-scan spectra of MWCNT-OH

and i-MWCNT. The full i-MWCNT XPS spectrum exhibits not

only C1s and O1s optoelectronic spectra, but also a new N1s

optoelectronic peak at 401.2 eV, that is, not present in the

corresponding MWCNT-OH spectrum. After peak splitting

fitting, new C-N and O=C-N optoelectronic peaks appear at

285.3 and 287.2 eV, respectively, in the C1s XPS spectrum of

i-MWCNT (Figure 2D(ii)). Two new photoelectric peaks at

400.1 and 400.9 eV in the N1s XPS spectrum correspond to

the characteristic peaks of -NH- and C-N, respectively

(Figure 2D(iii)). Two optoelectronic peaks from C=O

(522.3 eV) and C-O (533.3 eV) are observed in the N1s XPS

spectrum of i-MWCNT (Figure 2D(iv)). The results indicate the

presence of amide (-CO-NH-) and carbamate (-NH-COO-)

groups in i-MWCNT. This further demonstrates that

octadecyl isocyanate is grafted onto the i-MWCNT surface

(Zhao et al., 2004; Lopes et al., 2017; Bi et al., 2020).

Figure 2E shows photos of MWCNT-OH and i-MWCNT

samples dispersed via ultrasound in various solvents after

standing for 1 d. The MWCNT-OH sample exhibits poor

dispersion in four solvents, while i-MWCNT functionalized

with octadecyl isocyanate exhibits a perfect dispersion effect in

the organic solvents. The i-MWCNT surface is grafted with

long-chain molecules that can effectively prevent direct contact

between carbon nanotube skeletons and weaken the van der

Waals force between the carbon nanotubes. Moreover, -NCO

reacts with the -OH groups on the MWCNT-OH surface to

form urethane linkages. Therefore, i-MWCNTs can disperse

well in organic reagents (Kim et al., 2009; Salam and Burk,

2017).

A TGA test was performed to investigate the thermal stability

of i-MWCNT. TG and DTG curves were obtained for i-MWCNT

(Figure 2F). The i-MWCNTs decompose as the temperature

increases, reaching their maximum decomposition rate at 285°C.

The boiling point of octadecyl isocyanate is 173°C. If octadecyl

isocyanate is only adsorbed onto the carbon nanotube surface, it

is expected to volatilize. Therefore, the peak in the DTG curve

corresponds to the decomposition of long alkyl chains grafted

onto the i-MWCNT surface. After this point, the decomposition
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rate decreases gradually, indicating that oxygen-containing

groups on the i-MWCNT surface also begin to decompose

gradually (Zhao et al., 2004; Deng et al., 2007; Lopes et al., 2017).

Preparation of SMPU/i-MWCNT
composites

The FT-IR spectra of PCL, SMPU, and SMPU/i-MWCNT

composites with various i-MWCNT contents are shown in

Figure 3A. The relatively wide absorption band at 3,350 cm−1

in the PCL spectrum corresponds to the -OH group. The

absorption peaks at 2,945 cm−1, 2,864 cm−1, 1,236 cm−1, and

962 cm−1 are C-H vibration peaks from methylene groups

within PCL. The strong absorption peak at 1720 cm−1 is

attributed to the characteristic absorption peak of the non-

hydrogen bonded esoteric group (C=O). Moreover, since

PCL-diol lacks proton donor groups, no peak is observed at

1,680 cm−1.

In the spectrum of pure SMPU, the absorption peaks at

3,319 cm−1 and 1,539 cm−1 correspond to the N-H stretching

vibration peak and the bending vibration peak from the urethane

linkage, respectively. The N-H absorption peak that indicates a

lack of involvement in hydrogen bond formation does not appear

at 3,378–3,400 cm−1. This indicates that all N-H groups are

involved in the formation of hydrogen bonds with C=O. This

may be caused by the presence of proton acceptor groups (C=O)

in both the hard and soft polyurethane segments. The absorption

FIGURE 2
(A) FT-IR, (B) XRD, and (C) Raman spectra of MWCNT-OH and i-MWCNT. (D) XPS wide-scan spectra of MWCNT-OH and i-MWCNT (i: high-
resolution elements, ii: C1s, iii: O1s, iv: N1s). (E) Photos of MWCNT-OH and i-MWCNT dispersed in various solvents. (F) i-MWCNT TG-DTG curves.
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peaks from non hydrogen-bonded free C=O and C=O, that is,

hydrogen bonded with N-H appear at 1725 cm−1 and 1,684 cm−1,

respectively. Two absorption peaks are observed for the C-O in

the soft segment at 1,156 cm−1 and 1,064 cm−1. These are the

absorption peaks from C-O without and with hydrogen bonding.

The disappearance of the -OH contraction vibration peak at

3,450 cm−1 and the contraction vibration peak from the

isocyanate group (N=C=O) at 2,250–2,274 cm−1 indicate the

successful synthesis of polyurethane (Sofla et al., 2019; Ren

et al., 2019; Nejad et al., 2019).

The SMPU and SMPU/i-MWCNT composite wave peak

positions do not change. This indicates that infiltration of

i-MWCNTs into SMPU does not change its structure.

However, the presence of i-MWCNT has some influence on

the hydrogen-bonding group content of SMPU. The hydrogen

bond carbonyl index (HBI(C=O), %) of the samples is shown in

Table 1. The results indicate that the addition of i-MWCNT

reduces the HBI(C=O) contents of the SMPU composites (Sofla

et al., 2019; Nejad et al., 2019). It may be owing to the

formation of hydrogen bonds between the polyurethane

bonds formed in the modified i-MWCNTs and the hard

segments of the polyurethane. The carbonyl groups within

the carbamate groups in SMPU can form intermolecular

hydrogen bonds with amino groups. To verify the accuracy

of the calculation results, an ideal polyurethane chain with a

PCL:HDI:BDO ratio of 1:5:4 was analyzed statistically. The

molecular weight of PCL is 4,000 g/mol, and the molecular

weight of its repeat unit is 114 g/mol. Thus, each PCL segment

contains approximately 34 carbonyl bases. HDI and BDO form

nine carbonyl groups in SMPU. Ideally, the polyurethane chain

should contain 43 carbonyl groups. The FT-IR spectrum shows

that all such groups are involved in the reaction. Therefore, the

HBI(C=O) content in the ideal SMPU is 21.0%, which is

consistent with the calculation results in Table 1 (Nouri

et al., 2020).

The crystal structures of the samples were calculated via the

XRD method, and the results are shown in Figure 3B. PCL-diol

has three main diffraction peaks at 2θ = 21.6°, 22.2°, and 24.0°.

The same peaks also appear in the XRD spectra of the SMPU and

SMPU/i-MWCNT composites. This indicates that the crystal

structures of the SMPU and SMPU/i-MWCNT composites are

caused by the PCL soft segment. The crystal sizes and

crystallinities of the samples are calculated and the results are

shown in Table 2. Different from the structure of PCL-diol, the

anchoring effects and the presence of hard segments led to the

formation of smaller crystals in the SMPU structure. Sample

crystallinity decreases as the i-MWCNT content increases. This

was because the addition of i-MWCNT may hinder the orderly

FIGURE 3
(A) FT-IR, (B) XRD, and (C)DSC curves of PCL, SMPU, and SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with various i-MWCNT contents. (D) Relative crystallinity
evolution versus temperature, (E) TG curves, and (F) stress-strain behaviors of SMPU and SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with various i-MWCNT
contents at RT.
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arrangement of PU segments during crystallization (Hashmi

et al., 2015).

Thermal and mechanical properties of
SMPU/i-MWCNT composites

Figure 3C shows DSC curves of PCL, SMPU, and SMPU/

i-MWCNT composites with various i-MWCNT contents. The

results are also shown in Table 2. A PCL crystal melting peak is

observed at approximately 50°C in all groups. In addition, an

absorption peak is detected from SMPU and the SMPU/

i-MWCNT composites at approximately 170°C. This peak

appears because of melting of hard-segment crystals or long-

range ordered dissociation of the hard segment amorphous state

(Sofla et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019). As the i-MWCNT content

increases, the glass transition (Tg) temperatures of the SMPU/

i-MWCNT composites increase, the crystallinity (Xc) of the soft

segment and the crystallization onset temperatures (Tonset) are

reduced. This may be attributed to the limiting effect of

nanoparticles on soft-segment fluidity. The decrease in

crystallinity shows that i-MWCNTs can inhibit SMPU

crystallization rather than nucleation, and thus may lead to a

decrease in the initial SMPU crystallization temperature. Due to

the appearance of nanoparticles, the crystals within the hard

segment in SMPU are imperfect and the thicknesses of the crystal

flakes are reduced. This reduces the melting temperature of the

soft segment (Tms). The melting temperature (Tmh) and

crystallization enthalpy of the hard segment increase because

the addition of i-MWCNTs reduces the degree of microphase

separation of PU and they can interact with hard-segment

formation (Hashmi et al., 2015; Nouri et al., 2020).

The first cooling step of the DSC test was used to study the

crystallization behaviors of the SMPU and SMPU/i-MWCNT

composites. The relative crystallinities of the samples shift to

lower temperatures as the i-MWCNT content increases

(Figure 3D). This indicates that i-MWCNT cannot be used as

nucleating agent and that steric hindrance delays crystal

formation (Kim et al., 2015; Sofla et al., 2019; Gorbunova

et al., 2020). The TG curves of the SMPU and SMPU/

i-MWCNT composites are shown in Figure 3E. The improved

thermal stability characteristics of the SMPU/i-MWCNT

composites relative to pure SMPU can be attributed to the

good compatibility of i-MWCNT. The thermal decomposition

temperature of SMPU/i-MWCNT increases with the i-MWCNT

content because the interactions between i-MWCNT and the

hard segment increase. This may promote crystallization of the

hard-segment phase (Song et al., 2009; Mogha and Kaushik,

2021).

To study the effects of i-MWCNT addition on the

mechanical properties of SMPU, tensile tests were performed

on SMPU and SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with various

i-MWCNT contents (Figure 3F). Because of weak interfacial

interactions between i-MWCNT and the polyurethane chains,

the elongation at break decreases gradually as the i-MWCNT

content increases. The elongation at break drops sharply when

the i-MWCNT content exceeds 0.1 wt%. High i-MWCNT

contents may lead to partial agglomeration in the samples,

resulting in internal stress defects and easy fracture during

stretching. However, by analyzing the tensile strength under

low strain, one can find that the tensile strengths of SMPU/

i-MWCNT composites increase with the i-MWCNT content.

This is because the load from an external force can be transferred

from the matrix to the nanofiller effectively, reducing the load on

the polymer chains. Thus, the i-MWCNTs play a reinforcing role

(Mahapatra et al., 2014; Hashmi et al., 2015; Sofla et al., 2019).

TABLE 1 The hydrogen bonding indexes HBI(C=O), crystal sizes of planes (110) and (200) (L110 and L200), and crystallinity contents [Xc (%)] of PCL, SMPU,
and SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with various i-MWCNT contents.

Sample Ab
(C�O) Anb

(C�O) HBI (C�O) (%) L110 (nm) L200 (nm) Xc (%)

PCL — — — 34.12 27.54 56.36

PU 4.25 13.40 24.08 19.86 24.34 31.56

PU-0.1 3.55 12.18 22.57 27.38 22.81 30.24

PU-0.5 3.22 12.07 21.06 26.56 15.52 22.18

PU-1 3.18 11.65 21.44 25.89 16.31 21.81

PU-2 3.45 12.37 21.81 25.95 15.41 20.73

TABLE 2 The degree of crystallinity (Xc,%); and melting (Tms) and glass
transition (Tg,°C) temperatures of the soft segments. The melting
temperatures (Tmh,°C) of the hard segments. Crystallization onset
temperatures (Tonset,°C).

Sample Xc (%) Tms (°C) Tmh (°C) Tg (°C) Tonset (°C)

PCL 69.76 53.2 - −65.6 30.8

PU 31.35 49.1 162.3 −56.8 22.3

PU-0.1 35.17 48.9 163.6 −56.4 20.2

PU-0.5 29.56 47.2 168.7 −55.9 19.4

PU-1 28.86 44.9 171.6 −55.4 12.9

PU-2 25.18 42.4 172.7 −55.1 12.5
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Figure 4A shows the typical gross appearances of the SMPU/

MWCNT-OH and SMPU/i-MWCNT composites. Unmodified

MWCNT-OH exhibits poor dispersibility in the polymer matrix,

while functionalized i-MWCNT has good dispersibility and no

macroscopic agglomeration is observed. To analyze the distribution

of carbon nanotubes in SMPU accurately, the fracture surfaces of

pure SMPU and the composites were observed via SEM. Figure 4Bi

shows that the nanoparticles agglomerate across a large area of the

polymer when unmodified MWCNT-OH is added. However, such

agglomeration is not observed in Figure 4B. This indicates that

functionally modified i-MWCNT has better dispersion properties

in the polymermatrix than its unmodified counterpart. In addition,

when the i-MWCNT content of a composite is too low, the

nanotubes disperse individually within the polymer and become

wrapped by non-conductive SMPU, resulting in composites with

no conductivity. A small amount of agglomeration occurs when the

i-MWCNT content exceeds 0.5 wt%. This is a critical factor in

determining whether the polymer has electrical properties

(Moghim et al., 2018; Bi et al., 2020).

Conductive, electrothermal, and shape
memory effects

Figure 5A shows the electrical conductivities of SMPU/

i-MWCNT composites with various i-MWCNT contents.

When the i-MWCNT content is 0.1 wt%, the conductivity of

the resulting composite is 10−12 S cm−1, which is similar to that of

pure SMPU. Such a composite is not conductive and can be

regarded as an insulator. However, when the i-MWCNT content

is 0.5 wt%, the conductivity of the resulting composite exceeds

10−7 S cm−1. This indicates the formation of a conductive path.

Therefore, it can be determined that 0.5 wt% is the approximate

i-MWCNT conductance threshold content. Under this

condition, functionally modified i-MWCNTs exhibit enhanced

adhesion to and reduce the tunneling barrier formed by the

SMPU. The manner in which the temperatures of SMPU/

i-MWCNT composites change under a voltage of 30 eV over

time is shown in Figure 5B. When the i-MWCNT concentration

exceeds 1 wt%, the sample temperature can increase beyond 60°C

within 140 s (Hajializadeh et al., 2017; Sang et al., 2019).

The shape memory effect of SMPU is related to its soft and

hard segments. The PCL soft phase that can be crystallized serves

as the soft segment and is responsible for maintaining the

temporary shape. In contrast, the hard segment mainly controls

the permanent shape of the sample. Table 3 shows the shape

memory properties of SMPU and several SMPU/i-MWCNT

composites with various i-MWCNT contents. The shape

fixation and recovery rates (at 60 °C) increase gradually as the

i-MWCNT content increases. However, the SMPU/i-MWCNT

composite exhibits shape recovery abilities under a voltage of

30 eV within 120 s only when the i-MWCNT content exceeds

1 wt%. The composites with i-MWCNT contents of 1 wt% and

2 wt% exhibit shape recovery rates of 81 and 85%, respectively. A

SMPU/i-MWCNT composite shape strain-recovery cycle is shown

in Figure 5C, and is consistent with the quantitative analysis

results. The reinforced electroactive shape memory effects may

be attributed to addition of i-MWCNT, which reduces the degree

of microphase separation within the SMPU and effectively

increases the extent of interfacial interaction with SMPU in the

composites (Khasraghi et al., 2019).

To investigate the shape memory effects within the SMPU/

i-MWCNT composites further, the shapememory fixation (Rf) and

recovery (Rr) rates of SMPU samples without and with various

FIGURE 4
(A) The gross appearances of SMPU/MWCNT-OH and SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with MWCNT-OH or i-MWCNT contents of 1 wt%. (B) SEM
images of (I) SMPU/MWCNT-OH (with 1 wt% MWCNT-OH) and SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with (i)-MWCNT contents of (ii) 0%, (iii) 0.1%, (iv) 0.5%,
(v) 1%, and (vi) 2%.
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FIGURE 5
(A)Conductivity and (B) temperature changes among SMPU/i-MWCNT composites at a voltage of 30 eV. (C) Photos of (i) a shape deformation-
recovery cycle and (ii) the shape recovery behaviors of SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with 1 wt% i-MWCNT content at a voltage of 30 eV. Quantitative
analysis of the shape memory (D) fixation and (E) recovery rates over various shape strain-recovery cycles for SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with
various i-MWCNT contents at temperatures below 60°C.

TABLE 3 Shape memory properties of SMPU and SMPU/i-MWCNT composites with various i-MWCNT contents.

Sample Rf (%) Rr

(%) (Thermal: 60°C)
Rr

(%) (Electrical: 30 eV)

PU 75 86 ——

PU-0.1 76 90 ——

PU-0.5 80 91 ——

PU-1 84 93 81

PU-2 89 96 85
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i-MWCNT contents were tested usingmultiple shape deformation-

recovery cycles. As shown in Figures 5D,E, the shape memory

fixation and recovery rates decrease in all groups. This is because

the prepared SMPU is a linear polymer with intermolecular

interactions that rely only on hydrogen bonding between hard

and soft segments. The internal network points become damaged

and thereby affect the shape memory performance after repeated

shape deformation-recovery cycles. However, it is notable that the

shape memory fixation and recovery rates of the composites with

i-MWCNT contents greater than 1 wt% remain higher than 80 and

90%, respectively, even after up to eight shape deformation-

recovery cycles.

Conclusion

In this study, hydroxylated MWCNTs were functionalized

with octadecyl isocyanate to produce i-MWCNT without

affecting the chemical structures of the nanotubes. The

dispersion performance characteristics of the i-MWCNTs in

organic reagents and the polymer matrix improved

significantly. In addition, an electroactive shape memory

composite (SMPU/i-MWCNT) was developed by blending

i-MWCNT with shape memory polyurethane. The addition of

i-MWCNT reduced the crystallinity of SMPU and decreased the

hydrogen bond index and melting temperature of the SMPU soft

segment while increasing the thermal decomposition

temperatures of the composites. The SMPU/i-MWCNT

composites exhibited substantial conductivity. This

conductivity increased with the i-MWCNT content. When the

i-MWCNT content exceeded 1 wt%, the temperature of the

composite could increase beyond 60°C within 140 s and the

temporary structure could be restored to its initial state within

120 s under a voltage of 30 eV. The shape memory effect was

maintained effectively after eight cycles of testing. Therefore, the

functionalized CNTs exhibit excellent potential for the

development of electroactive shape memory composites,

which may be used in flexible electronics and other fields.
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